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ABSTRACT: Single-cell microarrays are emerging tools to unravel
intrinsic diversity within complex cell populations, opening up new
approaches for the in-depth understanding of highly relevant diseases.
However, most of the current methods for their fabrication are based
on cumbersome patterning approaches, employing organic solvents
and/or expensive materials. Here, we demonstrate an unprecedented
green-chemistry strategy to produce single-cell capture biochips onto
glass surfaces by all-aqueous inkjet printing. At first, a chitosan film is
easily inkjet printed and immobilized onto hydroxyl-rich glass surfaces
by electrostatic immobilization. In turn, poly(ethylene glycol)
diglycidyl ether is grafted on the chitosan film to expose reactive
epoxy groups and induce antifouling properties. Subsequently,
microscale collagen spots are printed onto the above surface to define the attachment area for single adherent human cancer
cells harvesting with high yield. The reported inkjet printing approach enables one to modulate the collagen area available for cell
attachment in order to control the number of captured cells per spot, from single-cells up to double- and multiple-cell arrays. Proof-
of-principle of the approach includes pharmacological treatment of single-cells by the model drug doxorubicin. The herein presented
strategy for single-cell array fabrication can constitute a first step toward an innovative and environmentally friendly generation of
aqueous-based inkjet-printed cellular devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of cellular systems at the single-cell level, i.e.,
single-cell biology, permits one to shed light on their relevant
biochemical and biophysical processes at an unprecedented
level of detail.1,2 Typically, populations of cells are investigated
in standard cell cultures conditions, so the resulting extracted
biological information does often consist of a broad average
output from a cell population. However, it is widely accepted
that each cell in tissues and organs can play a unique biological
role, potentially showing significant differences when triggered
with identical stimuli.3 For instance, in the case of the biology
of cancer, cell-to-cell heterogeneity triggers tumor progression
and growth as well as emergence of drug resistance.4

Therefore, single-cell investigation approaches provide the
ultimate level of resolution in our quest to capture relevant
heterogeneities, constituting versatile tools for disease
biomarkers identification,3 drug discovery,5 intracellular
fluorescence-based molecular tracking,6 and stochastic gene
expression.7 Furthermore, single-cells platforms offer a way to
manipulate cells at the intracellular level8 and to study rare or
hard-to-separate mixtures of cell types1 with a high-throughput
capability.

The emerging field of single-cell biology has been fueled by
the development of innovative physicochemical strategies
allowing for cellular harvesting and investigation by material-
functionalized solid−liquid interfaces9−11 that can be ulti-
mately leveraged for the fabrication of cell-capture microarray
devices. For example, nonadherent single-cells microarrays
were obtained by physically trapping individual cells in
polymeric microchambers that can accommodate only one
individual cell per well.12,13 Also, single cells have been caught
by microfluidic approaches onto functionalized materials,
whose surfaces have been chemically tailored, in order to
introduce cell-adhesive properties and biological selectiv-
ity.14,15 An even further control of the spatial arrangement
and material composition of the cell-capture features becomes
crucial allowing for the development of functional single-cell
biology platforms.
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In this regard, printing techniques allow for the direct
fabrication of a large variety of biomolecular structures at
micro- or nanoscale resolution and have, in fact, been
extensively pursued to obtain adherent single-cells micro-
arrays.16,17 For instance, microcontact printing and scanning
probe-based methods, such as dip pen nanolithography and
polymer pen lithography, allow for the direct fabrication of
cell-adhesion micropatterns to control the attachment area,
inducing stimuli on single cells down to the subcellular scale
(<10 μm).18−21 Nevertheless, the reported approaches
necessitate high-cost instrumentation and potentially harmful
materials processed under vacuum or anhydrous conditions.22

Among all the printing approaches, inkjet printing is one the
most convenient tools for the modification of cell adhesive
solid supports23 by dispensing picoliter scale droplets at high-
throughput capability (10 spots/s), microscale resolution,24

and promising multiplexing potentialities.25 Generally, inkjet
printing constitutes a very convenient alternative for thin films
deposition with respect to conventional approaches, such as
spin coating, drop casting, and soaking. In fact, inkjet printing
is featured with ambient operative conditions, low material
consumption (each droplet is typically on the picoliter-scale,
and all the printed materials are used for film fabrication), and
high flexibility over the deposition process (in terms of printing
speed and pattern design and thickness).25

In fact, the inkjet process is suitable for printing an
extraordinary variety of inks containing polymers, biopolymers,
and biomolecules26 under optimized conditions by tuning the
ink rheological properties27 and the droplet jetting conditions
to preserve biomolecules functionality28 and at lower costs in
comparison to scanning probe-based methods. In the context
of cellular biochips, inkjet printing has been exploited as a
suitable approach for patterning cells through two different
strategies: (1) direct patterning of living cells onto a solid
substrate and (2) printing bioadhesive materials in an array
format onto a cell-repulsive support to harvest cells on the
pattern. The former approach has demonstrated the possibility
to dispensing cells with high spatial control.29,30 However, the
latter strategy is often advantageous with respect to the direct
printing of cells. This is due to the fact that the printing
process can affect the viability of cells due to the shear stresses
that occur during the droplet formation and impact that can
result in cell lysis and finally death.31 Therefore, the inkjet
technology has been mainly used to indirectly pattern adherent
cells by fabricating bioadhesive molecules micropatterns at
resolution of typically hundreds of microns, ultimately
resulting in cell consortia with a defined spatial arrange-
ment.32,33 In fact, the commonly employed nozzle size, which
typically span in the 20−50 μm regime, eject drops with
volumes in the 1−100 pL range, which generally spread on
solid supports defining microscale patterns. An interesting
example of an inkjet-printed array suitable for cell harvesting at
the lower dimensional scale (∼10 μm) has been shown
patterning fibronectin spots on a solid hydrophobic support.34

This approach has demonstrated the feasibility of trapping
individual cells on an ordered inkjetted pattern with high
positional control, resulting in a single-cell array. However, the
involvement of organic solvents and hazardous compounds,
especially organo-silanes for surface chemistry reactions on
solid supports, are still present in most of the strategies for
biochip fabrication.18,34,35 In fact, most of the strategies for
biochips fabrication rely on the use of aqueous inks containing
cell-adhesive polymers, but often the surface chemistry of the

support is modified in preprinting steps by toxic chemicals in
organic solvents, as in the case of the glass silanization, a
common approach for chemical modification of glassy
substrates.34 To our knowledge, there are no examples
reporting on single-cells arrays produced by inkjet printing
through an all-aqueous and green strategy. Indeed, the use of
aqueous based inks is of utmost relevance for biomedical
application of cellular chips, in order to reduce the presence of
potential cytotoxic compounds in the culture system and lower
the production of harmful waste during the materials
processing and biochip fabrication. The absence of hazardous
chemicals is also a fundamental aspect toward the scale-up
process, since it reduces the environmental impact of
innovative devices production.
In this work, inkjet printed collagen micropatterns able to

harvest and arrange single cells in an array fashion with high
positional control are presented. To do that, we exploited the
feasibility to generate sub-picoliter droplets through micro-
metric nozzles by inkjet printing, which has only recently been
demonstrated in the context of emulsion preparation36,37 or by
employing more complex setups.38,39 The developed printing
methodology allows one to accurately modulate the ejected
drop volume with the aim of fabricating microarrays with
tailored spot dimensions in order to control the number of
adherent cells, ranging from single-cell arrays to patterns of
cells consortia. Moreover, the herein presented approach
combines fabrication at low-cost and scalable conditions
provided by inkjet printing by means of environmentally
sustainable green materials fully processed in aqueous
environments and low temperatures. All the inks are
formulated by using water as a solvent and contain glycerol
at 20% v/v in order to tune the rheological properties by
achieving ideal printability. In fact, glycerol interferes with
intermolecular interactions between polymer chains by the
formation of hydrogen bonds,40 finally reducing clogging at the
nozzles. A novel green-chemistry aqueous-processed biointer-
face is shown, suitable for the fabrication of a single-cell
biochip platform, on which efficient drug uptake was also
demonstrated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemicals. Chitosan (medium molecular weight, 75−85% N-

deacetylated), poly(ethylene glycol)diglycidyl ether (EPEG, average
Mn 500), collagen (type I from calf skin, 0.1% solution in 0.1 M acetic
acid, aseptically processed), acetic acid (HAc), bovine serum albumin-
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC-BSA) conjugate and glycerol were
all purchased by Sigma-Aldrich. Doxorubicin hydrochloride (Dox)
was purchased from Selleckchem (Houston, TX). Sypro Orange and
Alexa Fluor 647 succinimidyl ester dyes were purchased by
ThermoFisher Scientific. The working solutions and medium for
cell culture were purchased by Euroclone, Milan, Italy. All the
chemicals were used as received without any further purification.
Ultrapure water (direct Q-UV filtration system, 18.2 MΩ) was
utilized for all the solutions preparation and washing steps.

2.2. Biochip Fabrication. Glass coverslips (Corning, borosilicate
glass, thickness 0.13−0.16 μm) were cleaned by two sonication steps
of 5 min each in Hellmanex detergent 2% v/v and in Millipore water.
Then, they were treated twice by a UV−O3 cleaner (Bioforce
Nanosciences) for 20 min, rinsing with ultrapure water, and drying
with N2 steam flow after each treatment. Chitosan ink (0.1% w/v,
glycerol 20% v/v, HAc 1% v/v) was dispensed on the as-cleaned glass
substrates by using a Dimatix Materials Printer (DMP-2800, Fujifilm,
Figures 4 and 5). The chitosan ink was loaded in user-fillable piezo-
based inkjet print cartridges, with 16 nozzles, with 254 μm spacing
and 21.5 μm in diameter, to print droplets of ∼10 pL volume. The
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droplets were printed at 40 V by a conventional double pulse
waveform (i.e., the voltage vs the time signal given as an input to the
piezoelectric actuator)41 and spaced 50 μm in order to have
coalescence at the interface and achieve an ink film on the glass. All
the volatile components of the ink were evaporated by a thermal
curing step (from 50 to 100 °C in 20 min and 1 h at 100 °C)
obtaining a chitosan thin coating. Pure EPEG (∼1 μL/mm2) was
drop-casted onto the chitosan coated glasses leaving the grafting
reaction to occur overnight at room temperature, then rinsed with
ultrapure water. Finally, the collagen ink (0.08% w/v, glycerol 20% v/
v, HAc 0.1 M) was loaded in piezo-based cartridges, with 16 nozzles
254 μm spaced and 10.5 μm in diameter, to print droplets of ∼1 pL
volume. The collagen ink was printed onto the chitosan/EPEG
surface at 30 V by a customized waveform with a single pulse duration
of 5 μs, in order to obtain a 150 μm spaced droplets array. All the
volatile components of the ink were evaporated by a thermal curing
from 50 to 90 °C in 20 and 5 min at 90 °C. A scheme of the printing
pattern is reported in Figure S1 (Supporting Information).
2.3. Biochip Characterization. X-ray Photoelectron Spectros-

copy (XPS). Spectra were recorded with a PHI 5000 VersaProbe II
scanning XPS microprobe using monochromatic Al Kα radiation (hν
= 1486.6 eV) from an X-ray source operating at 200 μm spot size, 50
W power, and 15 kV acceleration voltage. The takeoff angle was set at
45°.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Measurements were performed

by using a Dimension Icon Instrument (Bruker, Germany). All images
were acquired by using RTESP type silicon probes (Bruker,
Germany) and collecting 512 × 512 points per image by maintaining
a scan rate of about 1 line/s or lesser. As for the surface roughness, the
root-mean-square (Rq) and arithmetic (Ra) roughness values were
calculated from 5 μm × 5 μm images.
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM). Fluorescence

measurements were acquired by means of an Olympus FluoView1200
confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) using
an UPLSAPO 40X oil objective. Doxorubicin fluorescence signal was
acquired under excitation at 488 nm in the 560−610 nm range., Sypro
Orange and FITC-BSA signals were acquired under excitation at 488
nm in the 515−600 nm range, while Alexa Fluor 647 signals were
acquired under excitation at 635 nm in the 650−700 nm range.
Cell Culture. The human nonsmall-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell

line H1975 was provided by Prof. Rolfo (University of Antwerp) and
selected for single-cell cultures. H1975 cells were cultured as a
monolayer in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and 100 U/mL of penicillin and 100 μg/mL
streptomycin. As cells reached the 90% of confluence, they were

treated with trypsin/EDTA and centrifugated at 1300 rpm for 5 min.
The medium was removed and the cell pellet was resuspended in
fresh RPMI medium, according to the optimized cell dilution (1:50,
after different dilution tries). Before cell seeding on the printed
platform, the printed area on the biochips was framed with an
adhesive HybriWell, which surrounded the area containing the
collagen array. It allowed to reduce the total amount of working
solutions at the microliter-scale. Then, the system was sterilized for 30
min under UV light and equilibrated with PBS 1× for 2 min before
cell seeding. Following, the cells can be seeded on collagen array and
incubated for 1 h at 37 °C in a humid incubator with 5% CO2. It was
verified that the UV treated chitosan-g-EPEG surfaces did not allow
for H1975 cell adhesion. At the end of the incubation on the
microarrayed surfaces, every plate was washed several times with PBS
1× in order to remove the nonattached cells. Then, the cell
attachment to the collagen spots was evaluated on an inverted optical
microscope (Zeiss Axio LabA1). The resulting pattern of cells was at
this point cultured in 200 μL of complete RPMI medium for all the
further experimental procedures. Analogous conventional cell cultures
were carried out in Labtek II (nunk) 8-well chamber slides suitable for
CLSM imaging as a reference system. Conventional cultures and
single-cell array were treated with Dox 100 μM for 1 h before imaging.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The procedure for the fabrication of the herein reported green
all-polymeric single-cell biochip consists of a multilayer
deposition method, in which an inkjet-printed array of collagen
spots on a cell-repellent background enabled the capture
individual cells with high efficiency. In Figure 1, a sketch of
each production step of the biochip and its application at the
cellular biointerface is illustrated. The design of the chip
preparation was rationalized to obtain high precision order in
collagen spots array on a nonfluorescent, biocompatible,
nonreactive substrate suitable for confocal imaging, AFM
analyses, and common spectroscopic investigations. The chip
was developed in planar format on a glass support, whose
surface chemistry was first modified after the cleaning
procedure by printing a chitosan thin film. Chitosan is a
nonfluorescent amino-rich polysaccharide, widely considered a
well-film forming biopolymer.42 The deposition of a chitosan
coating on glass is aimed to obtain surface-exposed primary
amino groups at the interface to covalently graft brushes of

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of single-cell array fabrication and application: (a) layer-by-layer printing steps from chitosan coating deposition on
glass to EPEG grafting and collagen microarrays patterning and (b) single human cancer cells capture on the printed biointerface, followed by cell
treatment with doxorubicin and analysis by confocal microscopy at the single-cell level.
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EPEG drop casted in the following step. The epoxy groups
were exploited for the chemisorption of the printed collagen in
an array fashion permitting one to define the single cells
attachment area. Indeed, the sterilization process of the printed
platform by UV was also useful for the deactivation of the
epoxy groups of the EPEG structure43,44 that otherwise would
favor cell adhesion on the collagen-free regions.45 The result of
this step is a hydroxy-terminated PEG interface, which behaves
as a nonfouling background, resisting nonspecific protein
adsorption and cell adhesion onto the areas not covered by
collagen spots. As well-known, collagen is one of the main
components of the extracellular matrix and thereby represents
a suitable material for cell attachment and colonization.46 The
obtained device is proved to efficiently drive single cell
patterning on the solid support. Indeed, it permits optical
imaging of cell arrangement and morphology.
The polymeric layers were all deposited from aqueous inks

following a green approach and characterized at each
deposition step by surface analysis techniques, including
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Moreover, proof-of-principle of the
biochip functionality was evaluated by intracellular delivery
of doxorubicin (Dox), a model drug for human cancer
therapy.47 Drug uptake by single cells and subsequent nuclear
localization was proved by fluorescence confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM).
3.1. Chitosan Film Printing. In principle, the fabrication

of chitosan films can be carried out by different solution
dispensing approaches.48,49 For instance, spin coating is a very
well-known method,50 given its simplicity and the high control
on the film thickness. Differently, the inkjet printing approach
has received a large interest in the literature,51,52 due to its
superior capability in the fabrication of patterned coatings with
bespoke geometries, along with high control on thickness,
roughness, and in scaling-up the devices manufacturing
processes as well. Accordingly, the chitosan ink was printed
by inkjet printing on glass in order to form an amino-rich
polymeric coating, suitable for the further chemical function-
alization of the substrate surface. Chitosan, in its protonated
form (pKa ∼ 6),53 strongly adsorbs onto negatively charged
surfaces such as glass.54 In particular, the herein employed
glass supports were cleaned by a UV−O3 treatment before
printing. After the treatment, the glass surface exhibited highly
hydrophilicity, because of the presence of the silanol groups at
the interface that are generally mostly deprotonated in water
(glass isoelectric point, pI ∼ 2).55 Then, in order to favor the
chitosan adsorption, the pH of the chitosan ink formulation
was set at 4, promoting electrostatic polymer−substrate
interactions and, simultaneously, ensuring optimal conditions
for polymer solubilization. In our experimental conditions, the
chitosan ink was formulated in an acidic solution in order to
improve its solubility in water by means of the protonation of
the amino groups (pKa ∼ 6).56 The protonation also induces
mutual repulsion between the polymeric chains, which results
in a good solubilization and in a lowered tendency to
aggregate. In addition, the glycerol in the ink formulation
contributes to reduce the aggregation phenomena, by
interfering with chitosan inter- and intramolecular interactions,
thanks to the formation of hydrogen bonds.40 Therefore, the
formation of supramolecular structures is strongly inhibited.
The realization of a homogeneous and continuous chitosan
film by inkjet printing required a good inkjettability, which was
achieved by means of a conventional jetting operation41

(Figure S2a, Supporting Information) and setting the ejection
voltage at 40 V. Specifically, the double-pulse waveform,
applied to print the chitosan ink, is among the most
conventional electrical signal for the formation of droplets by
piezoelectric inkjet printing. Whereas the first pulse allows one
to produce the pressure wave that results in the liquid thread
formation at the nozzle, the second pulse permits one to
dampen this oscillating pressure wave, resulting in the droplet
pinch-off. The single pulse waveform is typically not enough
for the ejection of a well-defined satellite free drop, since it
could lead to the production of several satellites as a result of
the lack of pressure wave damping.57 Furthermore, the
printability of chitosan ink in our experimental setup was
also evaluated by the estimation of the Ohnesorge numbers
( = μ

ρσ
Oh

L
), where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid

(mPa·s), ρ is the liquid density (kg/m3), σ is the surface
tension (mN/m), and L is the droplet diameter (μm). From
the value of Oh, it is possible to calculate the dimensionless
printability parameter Z (i.e., the inverse of Oh).58 The fluids
whose Oh is less than 1 and greater than 0.1 are defined as
jettable (i.e., 1 < Z < 10). By taking into account the values of
viscosity and surface tension reported for the chitosan ink,59,60

it was possible to evaluate the printability parameter Z, which
is ∼4, resulting in a printable ink.58 In addition, the
experimental conditions used for the droplets inkjetting are
both within the printable fluid regime of the Derby plot
(Figure S3), further corroborating the good jettability of the
two inks. In Figure 2, the stroboscopic images of chitosan ink

droplets pinching-off from the nozzle at different times during
printing are shown. As it can be observed, the fluid pinched off
without forming a detached drop for long times, maintaining
its continuity due to the relative high viscosity and surface
tension. In the late stages, the drop extended on the vertical
axis for several hundred microns and, after the detachment
event (e.g., 26 μs), its lengths may arise to the millimeter
length scale. The observed elongated tail of the chitosan ink
droplets can be attributed to the well-known formation of a
long liquid thread (about 800 μm in our case) after droplet
pinch-off at the nozzle. This phenomenon is due to the high
jetting voltages used for the droplet ejection and has already
been observed with different inks containing proteins and
biomolecules jetted in the same conditions.61 This printing

Figure 2. Stroboscopic image of 10 pL (nominal volume) chitosan
ink droplet pinching-off at the nozzle at 40 V and room temperature.
The drop elongates as a function of time while modifying the drop
front (red circles). The arrow in the last step indicates the drop tail
(about 800 μm length).
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condition was ideal to prevent breakup processes and satellite
formations as the drop front was modified only at late stages of
the printing (red circles in Figure 2). Indeed as the high
viscosity (about 10 mPa s)60 significantly dissipates the droplet
kinetic energy,62 droplet formation was not reproducible at
lower jetting voltages, the formed droplets typically pulse at the
nozzles by a poor jetting quality. On the other side, the high
chitosan surface tension and viscosity allow maintaining the
integrity of the jetted droplet at high voltage in agreement with
previous studies,62,63 by avoiding satellites formation from the
elongated tail, as demonstrated by the stroboscopic images of
Figure 2. This is corroborated by the fact that aqueous inks
characterized by lower viscosity would easily form satellites
under high-voltage jetting conditions.64 Importantly, the
presence of glycerol as an additive in the ink formulation
reduces the formation of satellites by stabilizing the liquid
thread against capillary instabilities, in accord with previous
reports.65 Glycerol addition is also meant to avoid aggregation
phenomena and to provide longer ink shelf life (>6 months).

In fact, glycerol can interfere with chitosan inter- and
intramolecular interactions by means of hydrogen bonds
formation and stabile chain solvation that strongly reduce
the aggregates occurrence.65 In addition, the high voltage
determined a fast mean speed of the droplet that reached the
value of 27.1 ± 0.2 m/s.
As expected, the deposited droplets showed a high level of

spreading on the highly hydrophilic glass. Depending on the
fixed drop spacing during printing, different patterns can be
obtained. As the drop spacing is smaller than the diameter of a
sitting droplet (∼100 μm), a complete drops coalescence was
achieved, resulting in a liquid ink film and then thermal cured
at 100 °C to obtain a thin homogeneous chitosan pad (Figure
S2b, Supporting Information). The chitosan layer thickness
was estimated to be of the order of 70−80 nm, considering the
printed chitosan quantity, its density (0.2−0.3 g/cm3),66 and
the pad area (64 mm2). This thickness value is reasonable in
comparison with previous chitosan film thickness reports.67

Table 1. Theoretical and Experimental XPS Average Atomic Composition (%) and Carbon Contents of Different Types of
Carbon Chemical Groups (%) from High-Resolution C 1s Peaksa

C N O N−CO O−C−O C−O C−N C−C/C−H
chitosan (calculated) 55.0 8.7 36.2
chitosan 47.6 6.2 39.9 2.0 15.2 60.9 15.2 6.6
chitosan-g-EPEG 48.3 5.3 39.9 2.0 14.7 66.5 14.7 2.2

aThe theoretical elemental composition of chitosan was calculated by the polymer chemical structure.

Figure 3. XPS analysis of C 1s peaks for chitosan film before (a) and after (b) EPEG grafting. Tapping mode AFM images of 5 μm × 5 μm area of
chitosan film before (c) and after (d) EPEG grafting.
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Selecting drop spacing larger than 100 μm, the single
chitosan spread droplets did not coalesce and were instead
patterned in an array fashion (Figure S2c, Supporting
Information). Although the polymer coating was employed
as first layer for the biochip fabrication, the arrays were also
printed to better evaluate the printing quality as well as for
fluorescence-based characterization purposes. In fact, the
material distribution was more easily investigated exploiting
the geometrical features of the array respect to a flat coating.
Specifically, chitosan distribution on the printed area was
qualitatively evaluated by CLSM. Chitosan patterns were
found to absorb fluorescent molecules such as Alexa 647 and
interestingly protein molecules such as FITC-BSA (Figure S4,
Supporting Information). In both cases, a homogeneous
distribution of the biopolymer was observed in correspondence
of the printed spots. The fluorescence signal remained stable
after several washing cycles. Additionally, the incubation of dry
chitosan spots in aqueous solution with dyes induced polymer
swelling68 that may favor cell adhesion and improve softness at
the cell/pattern interface.69

3.2. Chitosan-g-EPEG Characterization. Primary amino
groups of the dry printed chitosan film were reacted with the
epoxy end groups of EPEG in order to obtain a cell-repellent
interface. The grafting reaction consisted in the nucleophilic
opening of the epoxide rings by the free chitosan amino groups
leading to a stable chemisorption of EPEG.70 The reaction was
successful carried out in ambient conditions and at room
temperature, resulting in the successful formation of the
chitosan-g-EPEG layer. Surface analysis of the EPEG layer was
performed by means of XPS and AFM methods to provide
both chemical and morphology properties, respectively.
Specifically, survey spectra were recorded for surface elemental
analyses. The chitosan film spectrum showed the expected
peaks for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, with a slight difference
between quantitative experimental and theoretical data, likely
due to residues of glycerol from the ink and ubiquitous
adventitious carbon (Table 1). Additionally, the elemental
analyses before and after grafting reaction revealed a similar
surface chemistry at the modified and unmodified films surface,
dominated by the chitosan chemical composition (Table 1).
Since no characteristic element is present in the EPEG
structure to distinguish it from chitosan, a further investigation
focusing on high resolution C 1s signal, based on the peak
components fitting, was necessary. In Figure 3 are shown the
high-resolution C 1s peaks fitted with five components

corresponding to hydrocarbon bonds C−C/C−H (fixed at a
BE of 284.8 eV), carbon-heteroatom single bonds C−N, C−O
and O−C−O at 285.4 eV, 286.7eV, and 288.2 eV, respectively,
and carbon in amide group N−CO at 289.5 eV (Figure
3a,b). The EPEG−chitosan surface contains C−O bonds and
no aliphatic carbon atoms; therefore, a relative increase in C−
O and decrease in C−C/C−H confirmed the reaction (Table
1). The EPEG localization as the top-layer on the chitosan
coating will be confirmed by the strongly cell-repulsive
properties exhibited by the chitosan-g-EPEG film at the
biointerface.
The effects of the EPEG grafting on the chitosan film

topology and roughness were also investigated by AFM in
tapping mode. In Figure 3c,d, representative 5 μm × 5 μm
morphology images of the chitosan film before and after the
EPEG grafting are reported. The images confirmed the well-
film forming properties of chitosan71 and the successful process
of deposition by inkjet printing. In fact, AFM revealed a
continuous and homogeneous coating, suitable for the
subsequent fabrication steps. Importantly, the film morphology
was not affected by the chemical reaction with EPEG, as shown
by the comparable values of both Ra and Rq values before and
after the functionalization.

3.3. Collagen Microarrays Patterning. The collagen
printing on the previously described chitosan-g-EPEG surface
permitted one to define the cell attachment area with
resolution at the microscale through an unprecedented
printing protocol. In particular, type I collagen ink was
dispensed in an array fashion by inkjet printing in order to
obtain adhesion spots, whose lateral dimension (diameter ∼32
μm, Figure S5a, Supporting Information) was comparable to
the size of a single human adherent cell. The collagen
concentration was fixed at 0.08% w/v to improve the material−
cell interaction and the yield of cell harvesting. Note that
diluted collagen inks reduced the cell attachment and delayed
the adhesion kinetics in our experimental conditions, resulting
in nonoptimal adhesion (data not shown). The inkjet printing
of collagen ink was characterized by two main issues. The first
was the relative high concentration of collagen that led to a
high viscous fluid prone to aggregation at the nozzles. The
second was the necessity to generate droplets small enough
(volume ∼102 fL) to produce collagen spots on the highly
hydrophilic EPEG interface to fit the lateral size of a single cell.
In fact, the hydrophilic EPEG surface induces a high spread of
the aqueous inkjetted droplet after impact, increasing the spot

Figure 4. Printing condition for collagen ink ejection: (a) single short-pulse waveform optimized for aqueous inkjet printing at the femtoliter-scale
with a pulse length of 1.3 μs and (b) stroboscopic images of collagen ink droplets ejected by a nozzle of a diameter of 10.5 μm at 30 V jetting
voltage, recorded from 6 to 61 μs.
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diameter and then the number of cells that could attach on a
single spot.
As with the chitosan ink, the collagen tendency to

aggregation and the ink printability were significantly improved
by introducing glycerol as a cosolvent. Furthermore, glycerol
plays an additional role in the collagen ink formulation, as a
stabilizing agent for the collagen triple-helix structure, through
the formation of multiple hydrogen bonds, replacing the tightly
bound hydration water molecules.72 This process limits the
aggregation of collagen in the cartridge during printing as well
as during the storage, resulting in a longer ink shelf life (>3
months at 4 °C). Analogously to chitosan ink, the collagen ink
printability was evaluated by the Oh number calculation based
on the rheological properties of the ink.73,74 The value Z for
collagen is ∼8, resulting in a well-printable ink (Figure S3).58

The collagen spot lateral size was tuned by experimentally
reproducing the Eggers’s theoretical model,75 which demon-
strates that a fine-tuning of the inkjetted droplet volume can be
achieved by varying the droplet emission time.76 To this aim,
the waveform in Figure 4a was optimized and adapted for
inkjet printing of aqueous inks at the femtoliter-scale. It
consists in a short-pulse waveform developed to print aqueous
droplets by a conventional 1 pL-ejecting cartridge with nozzle
diameters of 10.5 μm, which enabled the formation of a
droplet smaller than the nozzle size. As reported in our
previous investigations, it is possible to produce subnozzle
sized droplets by minimizing the tD.

76 The mechanism for this
process is based on the theoretical model described by Eggers,
which in turn relies on a singularity of the Navier−Stokes
equations describing the droplet size at the initial formation
stages.75 This short pulse waveform permitted to obtain
droplets which did not show any tail, as a consequence of the
reduced volume jetted at the nozzle which, in turn, simply led
to almost spherical droplets, in accordance with our previous
investigations on aqueous inks jetting at femtoliter-scale
volumes.76 Differently to the chitosan ink, the collagen ink
was fairly printable by this waveform at jetting voltages
comprised between 30−40 V. It was not possible to print at
voltages lower than 30 V. This can be again likely explained by
considering the ink viscosity (3 mPa s) and the high surface
tension (70 mN/m) which dissipate the droplet kinetic energy
during its formation at the nozzles.62 Figure 4b shows the

stroboscopic images of collagen ink droplets ejected by
applying such a waveform at 30 V jetting voltage after droplet
formation at the nozzle. It was verified that the developed
waveform allowed one to print tiny and spherical droplets of
collagen ink with no satellite formations and optimal
directionality. The sizes of the collagen droplets were
qualitatively estimated by considering the stroboscopic images
of the droplets formed at the nozzle.
The jetting voltage and the time of application of the highest

value of the electric pulse (duration time, tD) were investigated
in order to optimize the sessile droplets dimension to fit the
single cell size. In particular, the short-pulse waveform was
applied varying the tD in the range comprised between 0.6 and
23.0 μs at different voltage values (30 and 40 V) resulting in
collagen arrays with different spot diameters, and the results
are reported in Figure 5. As evident in Figure 5a, where the
droplet diameters are reported as a function of experimental
conditions, larger lateral dimensions were obtained at higher
applied voltage.
Moreover, in accordance with previous data,76 the resulting

sessile droplet diameter was found to increase at longer tD,
reaching a plateau at tD > 4.0 μs. This effect is likely due to the
viscosity of the ink that reduces the further droplet size
increase. Notably, the emergence of capillary instability in the
ejected liquid thread triggered droplet breakups regimes and
poor directionality, which were markedly depending on the
applied jetting voltage. Representative images of the sessile
droplets printed on the hydrophilic EPEG surfaces at 30 and
40 V are shown in Figure 5b,c, respectively. The diameter
distribution of the sessile droplets is reported in Figure S6
(Supporting Information). Different instability ranges can be
explained in terms of the fluid dynamics of the ink ejection. For
the droplets ejected at 30 V, at tD shorter than 1.0 μs, the
droplets were small enough to approximate the Eggers’s
conditions, reaching subpicoliter scale diameter. Interestingly,
at this voltage the capillary instability region occurred at
shorter tD (1.0−4.0 μs), because of the low droplet velocity
during the ejection, which determines low directionality and
higher probabilities of fragmentation. At tD > 4.0 μs, the
droplet speed is high enough (>10 m/s) to improve its
directionality and avoid satellites on the surface.

Figure 5. Effect of the tD on the dimension of sessile droplets of 0.08% w/v collagen ink: (a) representative sessile droplet size for each tD, ejected at
30 V (red) and 40 V (black). The error bars represent the experimental error associated with the diameter measurement via optical microscopy;
(b) white-field images of droplets microarrays printed at 40 V and (c) at 30 V. The graph in panel a also shows printing instability regions (double
arrows), where breakup phenomena induce droplet fragmentation and satellites formation, as shown in the corresponding pictures of wet droplets
arrays (satellites are indicated by arrows in panels b and c). Scale bars 100 μm.
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Differently, the droplets printed at 40 V were characterized
by instability and fragmentation phenomena at longer tD (>4.0
μs), generally due to the larger dimensions of the drops, that in
the first phase of the pinching-off showed an elongated shape,
which is known to facilitate the breakup phenomena, leading to
satellite formation.77 In the next section, it will be shown that
the best experimental conditions to fit the single-cell array
formation with the higher yield correspond to the short-pulse
waveform with a tD of 5.0 μs applied at 30 V. This voltage,
which is relatively high with respect to commonly used
printing conditions, led to a mean velocity of (20.0 ± 0.5) m/s
for collagen ink droplets.
As above-mentioned, the optimized collagen ink was printed

onto the EPEG functionalized surface, on which unreacted
epoxide groups were exposed at the interface. Specifically, the
epoxy groups on chitosan-g-EPEG coating were exploited for
collagen immobilization by chemisorption of the protein triple-
helix, through the reaction between the epoxide rings and the
nucleophilic groups at the amino acid residues side chains. As
in the case of chitosan patterns, the collagen microarrays were
aspecifically stained and imaged by CLSM (Figure S5b,
Supporting Information). Sypro Orange was employed as a
fluorescent staining agent to demonstrate the possibility to
fluoro-label the collagen microarray by means of a hydrophobic
dye which present a larger affinity for collagen with respect to
chitosan. The staining permitted to evaluate the material
distribution in correspondence to the dry collagen spots that
appeared circular and properly arranged in the array. The spot
morphology was characterized by a central core of biopolymer
clump with a surrounding annulus of lower fluorescence. No
evidence of coffee-ring effects was observed after drying of the
femtoliter-droplets, due to the predominance of the fast liquid

evaporation with respect to the radial capillary flow. The
collagen distribution on the spot area and its accumulation at
the central zone suggested a constant contact-angle evapo-
ration mode,78 where the liquid/solid contact surface recedes,
carrying protein aggregates at the spot central area. By
considering the printed quantity, the typical collagen density
(around 1.3 g/cm3),79 and the spot area values, the collagen
spot thickness has been evaluated to be of the order of 50−60
nm, in good accord with reported thickness collagen films
thickness values (i.e., around 40 nm).80

3.4. Single-Cell Array. Inkjet-printed collagen microarrays
were employed as functional supports for culture of human
nonsmall-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell line H1975. In Figure
6, representative optical images of cell cultured on different
collagen microarrays obtained by tuning jetting voltage and tD
are presented. As shown, the spot diameter strongly
determined the area suitable for the cell attachment, and as a
consequence of the collagen spot size, the cell spatial
arrangement changed along with the number of cells found
on a single spot. The cell number and harvesting efficiency was
investigated as a function of the collagen-rich spot diameter, in
the range from ∼26 μm to ∼67 μm. A 1 pL nozzle was used to
obtain diameters up to 40 μm (Figure 6a), while larger spots
were obtained by printing the collagen ink using 10 pL nozzles
(Figure 6b). The most regular arrays were tested as attachment
platforms in order to find the best printing conditions for a
single-cell array formation. For all investigated patterns,
collagen at the interface triggered the cell array formation
with a high yield in terms of cell adhesion (>76% of occupied
spots).
Cells accommodated on the patterns following the spots

arrangement and geometry and extending to the larger

Figure 6. H1975 cell array on collagen patterns of different spot sizes. The collagen arrays in panel a were printed by a 1 pL ejecting-cartridge at tD
values of 0.6, 5.0, and 10.0 μs (left to right), while the arrays in panel b were printed by a 10 pL ejecting-cartridge at tD values of 10.0 and 23 μs (left
to right). The number of cells per spot clearly increases with the spot diameter, starting from a nonspreading condition (22 μm) to obtain cell
consortia patterns (50−67 μm). Scale bars 50 μm. The single-cell yield (panel c) was calculated on 8 × 8 spots collagen microarrays (spot diameter
32 μm). The mean percentages were calculated using three replicate samples. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. The biological evolution
up to 48 h after the adhesion, distinguished in single-cells, double-cells, and empty spots, counted at 1 h (blue), 24 h (black), and 48 h (red) after
the adhesion.
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accessible surface, a process in line with previous results,
indicate that cells adapt their morphology with dependence on
the adhesion pattern geometry and shape.81

The smallest spots (∼26 μm) led to a high yield in terms of
single-cell, which was ∼100%. However, due to the reduced
accessible area for the adhesion, cells could not spread and
most of them detached off from the array in an overnight
incubation. For collagen spots with diameters larger than ∼30
μm, optimal spreading of cells is always observed as well as
stable adhesion for at least for 1 week. As can be seen, arrays
with ∼32 μm diameter spots were permitted to realize a
microarray of single-cells showing optimal spreading. A further
increase to ∼40 μm corresponded to mainly double-cell arrays.
In the case of the larger diameters of ∼50 μm and ∼67 μm,
groups of cells colonizing a single spot were observed, as
expected for larger spot sizes. This effect could also be ascribed
to the increase of the collagen spot thickness that is
proportional to the droplet diameter in a high spreading
condition.82 Therefore, the screening highlighted that printing
collagen spots with a diameter of ∼32 μm allowed inducing the
formation arrays of individual cells with optimal adhesion and
spreading. Concerning the adhesion kinetics, after seeding cells
on the collagen pattern, the single-cell array was readily formed
in about 1 h. As reported in Figure 6c, the yield in terms of the
single cell reached 62% after 1 h, and afterward the system
further evolved reaching the 66% of single-cells after 24 h. The
variation of the single-cells percentageon the array is probably
related to the spreading of one cell on a double-occupied spot:
one of the cells in a couple likely spreads reducing the available
adhesion area for the second anchored cell, which detaches
from the support. After 48 h, a slight general loss of cells from
the platform reduced the single-cell percentage at 56%. The
corresponding analysis in terms of number of cells is also
reported to show the amount of cells involved in the
experiments (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Remarkably,
slightly increasing the collagen spot diameter to 40 μm led to

double-cells array, supporting the idea that the optimal
accessible collagen surface tunes the cell positioning in a
controlled fashion.
Finally, it was interesting to provide a proof-of-concept

pharmacological treatment on the developed single-cell
platform to assess the feasibility of calibrated single cell
biology experiments. Specifically, in order to better understand
the response to chemical stimuli on the captured human cancer
cells, the uptake of Dox, a widely used and effective drug for
the treatment of a plethora of solid human cancers,83 was
investigated. CLSM was used to detect Dox fluorescence signal
in order to verify the drug internalization and its nuclear
localization. In Figure 7, representative fluorescence confocal
images overlapped with transmission pictures of H1975 single-
cell arrays treated with Dox 100 μM for 1 h are reported
(panels a−d) along with corresponding conventional cell
culture treated in the same way as the reference (panels f and
g). The fluorescence signal (red) was attributed to Dox and
was found in almost all cells reported. As shown in the higher
resolution images, Dox localized in the nuclei both for cells in
arrays and in standard cultures.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The herein presented work shows an innovative, aqueous-
processed, green-chemistry printing approach for the fabrica-
tion of new polymeric platforms able to control cell localization
on solid supports, with the aim to obtain cell arrays with a
controllable number of cells on each spot, ranging from cells
consortia to single-cell arrays with a high yield. The whole
fabrication protocol involves aqueous inks containing bio-
compatible polymers, such as chitosan, EPEG, and type I
collagen. No organic solvents or cytotoxic chemicals were
introduced, resulting in an all-aqueous green fabrication
strategy, in line with the principles of green chemistry.84

Then, the herein presented biochip represents an example of
all-aqueous single-cell array obtained by piezoelectric inkjet

Figure 7. Representative fluorescence images of Dox (red) intracellular localization after 1 h in H1975 cells overlaid on the transmission channel
(gray) to show complete cell morphology: (a−d) single-cell arrays and (e,f) conventional cell culture. Framed cells in panels c and e are shown in
panels b,d, and f, respectively. Scale bars 20 μm in panels a−d, 50 μm in panels e and f.
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printing, opening up new perspectives for innovative eco-
friendly strategies in this field. Additionally, the developed
approach is characterized by a remarkable versatility in terms
of printed spot size that permits one to span a large range of
the biomaterial pattern dimensions, simply by tuning the
printing waveform duration time at the microsecond time-
scale. This constitutes a relevant advantageous aspect with
respect to other deposition strategies as the scanning probe
lithography methods, whose patterning time scales are on the
order of seconds to span in the micron-scale feature ranges. It
is noteworthy that the high-throughput capability of the
piezoelectric inkjet printing is among the most relevant
features of this technology. In fact, in order to increase the
printing speed, it would be possible to simultaneously use
multiple nozzles enabling the inkjet printing technology for
large scale industrial applications.85

In turn, the fine control on the spots size allowed tuning the
extent of the collagen attachment area useful for cell capture,
then arrays of single, double, and multiple cells can be
achieved. The capability to modify the number of cells per spot
highlights the possibility to employ the herein presented
platform for cellular investigations at different levels of details,
from the extraction of peculiar biological properties of the
individual cells in a single-cell array to cellular communication
studies in double- and multiple-cell arrays with a tunable
number of cells per spot, aspects of great relevance to unravel
the complex mechanisms involved in tumor and inflammatory
processes. In addition, the optimization of the collagen spot
dimensions leads also to obtain spots that best fit the
conditions for patterning cells able to spread on the support.
In fact, it was possible to observe functional single human lung
cancer cells on arrays of ∼32 μm diameter collagen spots.
Notably, the efficient adhesion of the cells on the spots is
fundamental to carry out reliable biological studies on living
cell platforms, and it has not been taken into account in many
relevant single-cell arrays fabricated through different ap-
proaches.19,86,87 The platform was developed on glass, allowing
for microscopic analyses by fluorescence confocal microscopy.
The efficient internalization of the anticancer drug doxorubicin
is a proof-of-concept to investigate the platform influence on
cell behavior, demonstrating the absence of any device-related
effects concerning drug internalization process. Focusing on
the single-cell array, it easily offers the possibility to analyze
individual cell as independent samples, toward more consistent
and robust statistical analyses and dramatic reduction in terms
of the number of experiments to carry out. These findings
represent a first step toward the integration of biopolymeric
interfaces for the fabrication of single-cell biochip devices.
Finally, the main goal of the herein shown platforms is their

application as lab-on-a-chip devices for detailed investigations
of cellular processes at the single-cell level with a robust
statistical approach, since each spot on the support can be
envisaged as an individual sample. Moreover, by following the
3D printing developments aiming to engineering artificial
tissues, the presented approach might allow the reconstruction
of 2D tissue sections mimicking the tissue architecture by a
very high spatial resolution (single/multiple cells level). In
principle, the here presented platform can find immediate
applications in the field of biopolymers-based scaffolds,
providing a highly biocompatible environment for cells
attachment and growth.48,88 Remarkably, our novel ecofriendly
manufacturing approach might solve the issues of toxic
solvents utilization in the fabrication of polymer-based

scaffolds for tissue engineering, which is often encountered
for instance within electrospinned polymer-based scaffolds for
tissue regeneration.89
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